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THE PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER

of the E xtraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia

("ECCC") is seized of "IENG Sary's Co-Lawyers Appeal Against the [Co-Investigating Judges']
Order Issuing Warnings Under Rule 38", filed by the Co-Lawyers for IENG Sary on 29 March
2010 ("Appeal"). 1
I. INTRODUCTION

1.

On 10 February 2010 the Co-Lawyers for the Charged Person (the "Defence") submitted a

Request to the Co-Investigating Judges (the "CIJ") to ask clarification on whether, and to what
extent, the Defence can conduct investigation relevant to Case 002.2 In the Request the Defence
referred to a memorandum from the CIJ, dated 10 January 2008 and addressed to the Defence for
NUON Chea, 3 indicating that before the ECCC, the power to conduct investigations is assigned
solely with the CIJ and not to the parties. Further in the Request, relying on Article 121 of the
Cambodian Criminal Procedure Code, the Defence stated its intention to conduct its own
investigation because, among other reasons, it lost confidence in the CIJ to conduct an impartial and
independent investigation.
2.

In a subsequent letter of 12 February 2010,4 the Defence requested access to the entire dossier

and to the case map of the Office of the Co-Investigating Judges (OCIJ), if one exists. Finally, by a
separate letter of the same date, 5 the Defence for the Charged Person supported and partly joined
NUON Chea's Nineteenth to Twenty-fifth requests6 for investigative action in that it requests the
Co-Investigating Judges to provide information on the investigative procedures employed, in
particular, in gathering exculpatory evidence; the planning and strategy to conduct the investigation
of Case File 002 and the qualifications and experience of OCIJ staff.
3.

On 25 February 2010, the CIJs rendered an Order issuing warnings under Rule 38 (the
"Impugned Order").7 In the Impugned Order, the Co-Investigating Judges consider that the above
letters raise three issues for which the Defence for the Charged Person show disregard, namely, the
1 IENG Sary's Co-Lawyers Appeal Against the OCIJ's Order Issuing Warnings Under Rule 38, 29 March 2010,
D367/lll.
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rules for filing of documents;8 the procedural regime applicable to the judicial investigation, and9
duplicitous filings and matters already judicially addressed. 10 The Impugned Order accordingly
warns the Defence for the Charged Person under Rule 38 of the Internal Rules in the following
terms:

4.

i.

In relation to the filing of documents, the Defence for the Charged Person is
warned that it is required to clearly indicate on the filing that the classification
level indicated is merely a proposal and that any further filing, failing to do so as
well as any public release of information relating to a filing before its public
classification by the Co-Investigating Judges, amounts to misconduct by the
11
lawyers and that sanctions may be applied against them;

n.

In relation to the procedural regime applicable to the judicial investigation, the
Defence for the Charged Person is warned that it is prohibited from conducting
its own investigations and that any breach of this prohibition may result in the
12
application of sanctions against them and;

iii.

In relation to the filings the Defence for the Charged Person is warned that it is
prohibited from submitting duplicitous filings or filings made against matters
already addressed on appeal and that any breach of this prohibition may result in
the application of sanctions against the lawyers. 1 3

On 4 March 2010, the Defence for the Charged Person filed a notice of appeal against the

Impugned Order and it subsequently filed the Appeal on 29 March 2010. In the Appeal, the
Defence for the Charged Person claims that the OCIJ erred in imposing the warnings in that, (1) the
Defence did not submit duplicitous filings and raise matters judicially addressed; (2) they proposed
a classification level; (3) they only made information available to the public which the CIJs deem to
be public information; (4) they did not show disregard for the procedural regime applicable to the
8 At paragraph 3 and footnote 5, the Impugned Order notes that the three letters state that they are public filings, while
according to the Practice Direction on Filing (Articles 3(2)(g); 3(12) and 3(13)) and the Practice Direction on
Classification and Management of Case-Related Information, parties may only propose the classification of documents
they submit to the Co-Investigating Judges.

9 At paragraphs 6 and 7, the Impugned Order, takes issue with the Appellant's reading of Article 121 of the CPC,

considering that if it were correct, all persons mentioned in that Article could conduct investigation as long as they
maintain confidentiality.
10 At paragraph 10, the Impugned Order lists three issues which it considers have already been raised and addressed
during the proceedings, namely, the question of whether parties can conduct their own investigation; the question of
access to "relevant" information and; matters raised in D355. Further, at paragraph 11 the Impugned Order emphasises
that the Defence for the Charged Person repeats its alleged lack of confidence in the Co-Investigating Judges and their
staff, a matter addressed both by the Co-Investigating Judges and the Pre-Trial Chamber. The Impugned Order also.
stresses that ( l ) parties cannot circumvent the procedures related to matters which can be appealed and under which
conditions, by repeated filings on matters already judicially addressed (Impugned Order, para. 12) and (2) the right to
trial without undue delay forms part of right to a fair trial and the age and health of the charged persons further
mandates all parties to operate as efficiently as possible and to avoid wasting judicial resources (Impugned Order, para.
13).
11 Impugned Order, paras 4 and 5.
12 Impugned Order, para.9.
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judicial investigation; and (5) the Impugned Order is procedurally incorrect and thus cannot impose
warnings under Internal Rule 38. 14 The Appellants accordingly request the Pre-Trial Chamber to
revoke the three above mentioned warnings and to order the CUs to accept their three letters and
15
respond to them.

to

On 9 April 2010, the Co-Prosecutors filed their Observations (the "Co-Prosecutors'
16
Observations"), whereby they submit that the Appeal is procedurally bared and that it should be

5.

dismissedY

It

also invites the Pre-Trial Chamber to hold, as a matter of principle, that as all

warnings issued by the E CCC are final and without appeal, they must be issued exceptionally and
with caution, especially when they are directed towards defence counsel, as any other approach has
to potential to undermine the rights of the defendants to assistance of counsel and to mount
8
effective defence and the duty of counsel to protect the rights and interests of the defendants.1

an

On 30 April 2010 the Pre-Trial Chamber issued a Decision to determine the Appeal on basis
of written submissions and direction for Reply. 19 The Defence filed its Reply to Co-Prosecutors'
Observations on 4 May 2010.20
6.

II. ADMISSIBILITY OF THE APPEAL
7. The Impugned Order was issued on 25 February 2010 and notified to the Parties on the same
date. The Defence for the Charged Person filed a Notice of Appeal on 4 March 2010. The Appeal
was filed on 29 March 2010 and therefore within the time provided for in Internal Rule 75(3) of the
E CCC Internal Rules (the "Internal Rules").
8. In the Appeal, the Appellants submit that three of the four warmngs issued by the Co
Investigating Judges do not specifically place the actions undertaken by the Defence within the
actions of misconduct listed in Rule 38(1) and that only the fourth warning related to duplicitous
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filings qualify the action of the Defence as amounting to "abuse of process".

21

The Appellants

"assume" that the other actions they are being warned against fall under Internal Rule 35, which
"also deals with the misconduct of a lawyer" and stress that while Internal Rule 35(5) "states that
interference with the administration of justice amounts to misconduct," the list of examples of
22
interferences set out in Internal Rule 35(1) is non exhaustive. Finally, according to the Appellants
denying them the right to appeal the warnings will result in the Defence being unable to confirm or
deny any wrongdoing on their part and the warning will stand, thus having the detrimental effect of
2
constraining the Defence in effectively preparing the defence of the Charged Person. 3
9. The Co-Prosecutors respond that Internal Rule 38 pursuant to which the warnings have been
issued by the Co-Investigating Judges only permits appeals against sanctions, not against warnings
that are issued prior to sanctions?4 They stress that this situation accords with international
25
procedural standards the ECCC is obliged to uphold. According to the Co-Prosecutors, the attempt
by the Defence for the Charged Person to characterize the warnings as a decision under Internal
Rule 35, for which a right of appeal is provided by Internal Rule 35(6), is misconceived. Internal
26
Rules 35(2) and 35(4) do not envisage the issuance of a warning. Therefore, in the Co
Prosecutors' view the Appeal is procedurally barred?7
10. The Pre-Trial Chamber observes that according to the terms of the Impugned Order, the
warnings it contains were issued pursuant to Internal Rule 38, specifically dealing with the
misconduct of counsel and which provides, in relevant part, that the Co-Investigating Judges may,
after a warning, impose sanctions against or refuse audience to a lawyer if, in their opinion, his or
her conduct is considered offensive or abusive, obstructs the proceedings, amounts to abuse of
process, or is otherwise contrary to Article 21(3) of the Agreements. The Pre-Trial Chamber is not
persuaded by the arguments developed by the Appellants in support of their assumption that the
first three warnings have been issued pursuant to Internal Rule 35 and not Internal Rule 38. This is
not only because, unlike Internal Rule 38, Internal Rule 35 does not foresee a necessary warning
prior to imposing sanction against a counsel, or because the Impugned Order does not qualify the
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conduct of the Defence for the Charged Person as 'interference with the administration of justice'.
The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that in respect of each of the four warnings, the Impugned Order
specifically indicates that the warning in question is made under Internal Rule 38 and that sanctions
may be imposed against counsel pursuant to that rule for the conduct described in the Impugned
28
Order.
11. Internal Rule 38 does not foresee a right to appeal a warning prescribed prior to imposing
sanctions and the Pre-Trial Chamber is of the view that procedural defects potentially attaching to
such warnings can only be challenged as part of an appeal against a subsequent sanction imposed
pursuant to Internal Rule 38. In relation to the argument raised in the Appeal as to the fact that the
first three warnings do not refer specifically to any of the types of misconducts envisaged at
paragraph 1 Internal Rule 38: offensive or abusive conduct, obstruction of the proceedings, abuse of
process, or any other conduct otherwise contrary to Article 21(3) of the Agreements, the Pre-Trial
Chamber finds that this is not determinative of the admissibility of the Appeal and that the Appeal
29
is premature, in so far as no sanction has been imposed against counsel at this stage and may even
become moot if no sanction is imposed in the future.
12. For the aforementioned reasons the Appeal is inadmissible.

28 Impugned Order, para. 5, in relation to "filing without stating that the classification level indicated by them is merely
a proposal" and "any public release of information relating to a filing before its public classification by the Co
Investigating Judges"; Impugned Order, para. 9, in relation to Defence for the Charged Person "conducting their own
investigation" and; Impugned Order, para. 14, in relation to "submitting duplicitous filings or filings made against
matters already addressed on appeal."
29 The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that there is a difference between a warning and a sanction (see Prosecutor v. Seselj
Decision on Appeal Against the Trial Chamber's Decision on Assignment of Counsel , Case No. IT-03-67-AR73.3,
ICTY Appeals Chamber 20 October 2006, para. 23.
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THEREFORE, THE PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER HEREBY UNANIMOUSLY DECIDES:

The Appeal is inadmissible
In accordance with Internal Rule 77(13), this Decision is not subject to appeal.

CA.
Phnom Penh, 7 June 2010 Pre-Trial Chamber

Catherine MARCHI-U

PRAK Kimsan
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